Curatorial Statement

for the 2009 International Textile and Apparel Association Design Exhibition
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Making a difference can mean so many different things. Are we makint1 a difference in
someone's life or in our world? Can one person really make a differencu?
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Social justice and soc1al responsibility have become buzz words for not only the textile and
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apparel industry but for many industries worldwide. Consumers are being to judge companies
by how responsible they are in all of their practices.
Many of the designs in this exhibition have used recycled materials, environmentally friendly
materials. or Fair trade fabrics in the completion of the designs. By incorporating these
aspects into our work, we are making a difference in a small comer of the apparel and
textile industry. Our students have picked up on the need to slow down fast food fashion
and use their expertise to create more environmentally friendly products. We have also
begun to look at the production cycle and how we can use that to make a difference in
lives of others around the world.
As long as we keep learning and let our inspiration come from the noed to make a
difference in the lives of students, society, and the world; we will make a difference
in what can be a toxic and non-environmentally friendly industry.
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Members of the ITAA Design Exhibition Committee

Curator and Mounted exhibit Chair: Melinda K. Adams, University of the Incarnate Word
Catalog Designer: Denny Fagan, University of the Incarnate Word
Assistant curator: Traci Lamar, North Carolina State University
Executive Director: MaryAnne Bobrow
Vice-President for Scholarship: Sherry Schofield-Tomschin, Kent State University
Conference Chairs: Deborah J.C. Brosdahl, Kansas State University
Sara J. Kadolph, Iowa State University
Show Director: Eduardo Khawam

A total of 102 pieces were accepted fo r display in the ITAA Design Exhibition (live and mounted) with a 27%
acceptance rate. Jurors were selected based on their target market or fiber/wearable art experience and expertise.
All jurying employed a blind process so the jurors had no indication of whose work they were judging. Acceptance into
the ITAA Exhibition is based on evaluation of the images and descriptive information submitted by the artist/designer.

\

On-site judging of the accepted work will occur in Bellevue, Washington to determine the following awards from ITAA Sponsors:
Lectra Outstanding Faculty Design Award, faculty level - trip to Premier Vision & the Lectra Headq uarters in Paris, France
Paris Aca demy Scholarship, undergraduate level, four week summer study at the Paris American Academy, France
Eden Travel International Award, undergraduate level, Internship with Zandra Rhodes, London, England
ATEXINC Award for Excellence in Marketable Textile Design, Faculty level, $200
ATEXINC Award for Excellence in Marketable Textile Design, Graduate level, $200
ATEXINC Award for Excellence in Marketable Textile Design, Undergraduate level, $200
ESRAB Educators for Socially Responsbile Apparel Business Award for Sustainable Design, Facu lty level, certificate
ESRAB Award for Sustai nable Design, graduate level, certificate
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Graduate Student Fiber/Wearable Art Category
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Artist/Designer
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Blossoms and Rainfall Spring FJor'.al Dress and Crochet Shawl
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Magma

Hui)Y_.f2ark & Diane Morton....._
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Waterfall

Huiju Park & Diane Morton

22

ModernWarrior: Tribute to Tomoe Gozen

Sandra Starkey

22

Natural Geometr:y

Jung Soo Lee & Fatma Mete
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Nude

Sarah Bennett & Tressa Schlicht
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Jinkyoung Lee
_Jiah Lim

24

Rococo in 21st Century Winter
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The Blooming Scented

25

Who Said I couldn't Wear T-shirts to a Wedding

Pimpawan Kumphai
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Carnevale di Venezia

Melissa Caldwell
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Draped Bloswms

Chihiro Hakoyama
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The Enchantress

Erika Iiams & Carol Salusso
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Postcard From Morocco

Anne Porterfield
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Tacia Booton
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An Exercise in Singular Design
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Blue Walrus

Kyoung-Hee Cho & Ji-Eun Lee

A Song is sung: Honoring the Quilters of Gee's Bend

Yukti Sancheti

Beyond Geometry I and II

Sherry Schofield-Tomschin

Papaver I and 11

Sherry Schofield-Tomschin

Glacier

Yun Wang &Ying-Chi Chen

Maclay Gardens on a Spring Day

Eundeok Kim

Monday Mourning

Kim Hahn

Open Your Heart

Li-Fen Anny Chang

Pouch Dress

Yhe-Young Lee

Poured out and Dried Up

Linda Ohm-McDaniel

Roots

Linda Ohm-McDaniel

Spheres of Influence and Color

Carol Engel-Enright

Dusk on the Platte River

Janice Vance Kimmons

The art of falling apart

Janice Vance Kimmons

Flight

Kyung Hee Choi

Fractal Analysis Ill: Arcs and Circles

Eulanda Sanders

Marquette

Elizabeth Bye

Midnight

Vincent Quevedo

Solemn

Vincent Quevedo

Neo-Geo

Wonseok Choi &Yeon Hee Lee

Orbs

Hanna Hall

Sustainable Solutions: Ill

Joycelyn Falsken

Under the Eaves: Korean Architectural Beauty

Yoo Jin Kwon
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Artist/ Designer

The First Dandelion

Griselda Aguirre

Shield

Jonathan Aparicio

Seeing through the Pieces of my Flower Soul

Elizabeth Flowers

Please save me

Tamara Hall

Simple, with a Twist

Kate Henry

Strapless Sweetheart

Alysia Himoto

Elina Jacket and Trousers

Erin Ludolph

Deep-sea Medusa

Patricia Musat

Bird of the Night: Feather Gauntlet Swing Jacket with Arc-Seamed Banana Trousers
Undulations in White: Wedge Dress with Fluted Dolman Sleeves

John Sohn & l\nita Racine

John Sohn

Venus Anadyomene I

Xiaopei Wu & VanDyk Lewis

Venus Anadyomene II

Xiaopei Wu

Goddess

Kristen Jane Andersen

Post-Modern Street wear

Andrew Crockett

Tangerine

Margaret Dimmick & Anita Racine

Postmodern Bride I

lwona Kapcia-Paila
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Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: Iowa State University
Designer: Alyssa Shipley

Title: American Decal/age
Sponsor: Jean Parsons

Purpose of Piece
This garment was envisioned as an inspirational reinvention of modern recycling and green
reappropriation of used clothing. The dress is a visual reminder of our own ingenuity and the
possibilities of each thread and stitch.
Design Process
The dress was draped on the body to enhance a fluid movement. The jeans helped my
inspirational process by giving me more ideas every time I added a new element. I used every
part of pants leaving very minimal waste. By using both the inside and the outside of the jean-s-added more interest.
Techniques Used
I split the jeans into whole pieces by cutting down the seams. I decided sections of the jeans must
be used diagonally to wrap the body form . In ways, the design of the dress was inherent in the
materials. As I constructed the dress the hanging pieces were fitted

Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: Illinois State University
Designer: Sarah Hunt-Bol/horst

Title: Darling Doily
Sponsor: Hae Jin Gam

Purpose of Piece
This is a wedding gown. The layered doilies give a vintaue lace look. The dress is paired with a
hand beaded cape for extra coverage. The piece is meant to give a very vintage feel of beauty
and femininity.
Design Process
The foundation uarment was constructed first. The doilies were draped layer by layer then
machine sewed on.
Techniques Used
The base of the dress is a mermaid uown with a sweetheart neckline. The basic pattern was
draped with princess seams. Boning was put into the bodice for support. The flare at the bottom
of the skirt was made with a circle skirt and given fullness with reused tulle.
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De§_igner: Megan Wendt
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Sponsor: Kim Hahn
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1httl1fPOSe of this design w~ creafe-weaiab.lea rt inspired by ti}!l Japanese culture QY using
draping and-sculpting techffrquesl incorporated sculpted bustj.e pieces and dried flowers ,r\~d
by the cherry blosso~ee, indigenous to many Asi,an countries.
.
- '::
-.:.,,

Design Process
I draped the front princes.s panels on the btas to create interesting directional pi~ces. the back
_
was..,draped on the center back where I formed pleats which were top stitched to create aesthetic
.
-:'-?
-~
....JlPPeau:i:le neckline was flat patterned: as well as the pleated embellishment at the fop. _The skirt
was draped i!]Jwedirections and sculpteJ! wimp; pleated satin. I added two leaf shaped pieces
of tbe broadcloth fabric at the sides to aliow for ease with the sculpting. The bustled pieces were
-formed fmm cut out squares and hand sewn to each garment.

-r

Technique-s Used
Draping: sculpting and hand sewing techniques were used to finish this design.
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Title: Flying Albi}tros

Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: Dongseo University
Designer: Okim~__:::_

Sponsor: Haekyung Shin

---

Purpose of Piece
~
I always had a dream to fly. The outer clotl_!iogjs ~ y.mbolic wing which makes meily in a·space
trip. The clothing is inspired by Mongolian hunters. Inner clothing is worn to explore space. lfl
wear this clothing, I will become nature and sky_ This clothing if a·synthesis otmy desir-e tQ..-f!y
and succeed .
;,,.
Design Process-I dyed cotton cloth. I tore the cotton to pieces and knitted arms, hat and some of the-pants. I made clothes with Korean traditional paper, Hanji. I used red, orange, green, blue, vfolet then thread and
made-celsthes.l.spread a· thin:Silver thread and felt in a soluble vinyl and made 'Hanji-zoom chi'.

~----·~

.

Techniques Used
- - ~ .....__
The outer top was developed usin9-Hanji-zoom chi . The outer top- andlap skirtswei'ecomplete
with draping. The arms were knitted with dyed cotton clothes. After a skirt and pants were
complete, knitting patterns were add~d.

::
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Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: Illinois State University
Designer: Caroline Helmkamp

Title: Golden and Black Evening Twist
Sponsor: Hae Jin Garn

Purpose of Piece
One purpose of the piece was to create an elegant evening dress using organic fabric. Another
was to create a structured bodice that transitional into a flowi ng skirt in order to provide an
appearance of contrasting effects.
Design Process
I spent the summer of 2008 in Italy and became inspired by the art and architecture. Italy consists
of many contrasting objects and appearances such as a Renaissance age building with a modern
interior. I wanted to create pieces that embod ied these contrasting appearances while also making
it sustainable.
Techniques Used
Draping was used to create the dress. I wanted the golden layer to be the focus with the pleating,
which meant that the black layer needed to be as smooth as possible. It was draped and cut on the
bias. One technique not immediately apparent is the golden color of the pleated fabric. The fabric
was first soaked in weld and then soaked in fustic to darken it to a golden color.

Level: Undergraduate Student
Title: Kai Ounzi
Prof Affil: University of Wisconsin- Madison
Designer: Alanna Buedding
Sponsor: Maria Kurutz

Purpose of Piece
While viewing a collection of Chinese Minority textiles and garments. several pieces of armor
caught my attention. The pieces each combined leather and meta l to be elaborate and beautiful.
yet fierce and protective. My piece was born out of my comparison of the beauty in the armor to
the beauty in a formal gown.
Design Process
The leather overdress was assembled by punching holes in 5/16" wide stitched leather at 2"
intervals and then riveting two layers together. The waistband and neck piece were plaited and
riveted along the top and bottom. Eyelets were added in the back to allow for lacing. On the
underdress. strips of shantung were stitched to the patterned base and overlapped at the side
seam. The collar is laced through eyelets.
Techniques Used
The underdress was draped and used as a base for the bodice of the overdress. The overdress
skirt was draped, and then riveted in the back to eliminate the visibil ity of a center back seam.
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Title: A Lesson-fr(}/T/ Litchens
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~ ----=--.Th!) most prevalent technique used was.treating many of;::the colored pieces as aesthetic
appliques instead.gf functional components. Each piece was fysed to its surface' by means
of a thermal Soding agent and then 'top stitched with a clear thread around the perimeter to
- increas~ durability.
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Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: University of Minnesol,a
Designer: Gabri~etz

~~

Title: Minnesota. Watws

-

-.

Sponso.r: Elizabeth Bye

~-

Purpose of Piece
~
Minnesota. Waters was designed for a fictioaalmovie,premiere of a film made in lvtinnesota.
With increasing film opportunities in Min~sota~~ local culture became the muse for the dress.
Known as t~ei.and of, 10,000 Lakes,1he beautiful natural resources-13rovided the visual it1sru,ation
for the surface texfl!(_e.
-

,.
e

Design Proi:es
The rippling on the sleeve is graduated from the top of the arm to the sleeve hem to create
emphasis on the actress's face . The rippling on the dress begins where the sleeve ends. The
coloiccreares.the e~ nce of lake water while providing a beautiful complement to the red
carpet background . A short eng1h was chosen b~se the spirit of this movie premiere was more
relaxed in recognition of Minnesotan culture.
~~--- - Techniques Used
..
The dress was developed through -a combination of flat pattern and draping to achieve a final
shape. The rippling effect of the surface was cr\)attld by hand stitching the green satin fabric into
place on a base layer. .
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level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil : Cornell University

Title: Morning Snow

Designers: Nhu- Thu Nguyen & Anita Racine

Sponsor: Susan Ashdown

Purpose of Piece
My interest in fashion stems from a love of art and fine craftsmanshi p, which are two qualities
embodied in Morning Snow. This design emphasizes surface design and embellishment; I believe
a garment can be transformed through the manipulation of colors, textures, and the addition of
intricate details like embroidery, beading, and pleating.
Design Process
I began by exploring various examples of printed textiles, and was particularly drawn to the large
Marimekko prints. The print I used as inspiration for this garment is "Winter Snow" by Lonni
Rossi . I explored ways in which I could place the print and the decorative surface details to best
complement the dress's silhouette.
Techniques Used
Darts were eliminated as fullness was provided by pleats. Pleated, fan-shaped pieces are
applied in an organic cluster around the waist area. The fan-shaped pieces are constructed from
rectangular strips of fabric. A chain is hand sewn along the inside of the hem to keep the dress
in place as the wearer moves.

Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: University of Hawai'i at Manoa
Designer: Alysia Himoto

I

'

Title: Origami Denim Strapless
Sponsor: Andy Reilly

Purpose of Piece
The challenge of the Origami Denim Strapless was to create an avant garde, origami-inspired
garment. Denim was used to maintain the shape and form of the ori gami design.
Design Process
The Origami Denim Strapless was designed using the block pattern technique and origami folding.
Three origami pieces are arranged from large to sma ll, from right to left, to form the front bodice
origami piece The piece is sewn into the waist seam, and tacked onto the bodice. There are six
origami petal skirt pieces that overlap, right over left, from waist to thigh. I estimated the spacing
of each piece, marked the dress and machine-sewed the pieces onto the skirt. Each piece is folded
and tacked near the center back zipper. The strapless interconstruction is made of black cotton
flannel, interfacing, boning, grosgrain ribbon and bra hooks, and is necessary for the appropriate
fit and wearability of the dress.
Techniques Used
Block pattern, Folding, Darting, Seaming
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Title: Rugged Begance
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Desi ner:kaylee Buss
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Sponsor: Hae Jin Gam
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Purpose of Piece...,,
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_,., :,.__ --::
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7l1~~ce incorporated wea~d pr'eating~r~e ~ u□ique vis_!!a~ combination:-! was ~
_
_inspired by-the texture g.PG'.1lolor of the gray fabric and-wanted to mai(e a dress that was feminine
and pretty yet chic arnfedgy. r
.
•
- _~

.

__..._,,_ ____

__Design Proces~
-.
--=
.
TQe_piece·s alternating colors draw the eye10 certain parts of the fem~e body. I wanted to create~ _•
flowing straps_and the
·-,._
-fill,eleg,mt--dress using classic colors and interest_i,mJ~ct-miques. The
button detail_§._.Create-a(,!ded interest tolllli design.

1o;g,

"'

___,,__
Techniques Used
/
I u~ed draping teclmiques to create this dress. The weaving tec,hnique was used for the
halter top ancf pleating for the skirt. The lower band was created using a waistband from
-a pair of dress pants.
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Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: Illinois State University
Designer:
Kaylef?JwsS") _
_,,,, __

Title: Woven Raj/road
Sponsor: Hae Jin Gam

~

Purpose of Piece
--I was inspired by the ra il road engineer-esq_ue.stri~cUabric. I inc.or.porated weaving1o create
texture and dimension. The fabFic color and rectangular stripes gave a masculine feel while still
having a veryieminirie sil houette.
Design Process
This stiff fabric and diagoilal weaving design creates a very contemporary dress. The
A-line, strapless silhouette is feminine and the combination of the two ties modem and
classic together.

-=--=-----Techniques Useil
I used draping techniques to create the skirt arnlunctel"pieee-fuWb.e__top. I folded and placed the
fabric strips by hand to get the desired woven design. ~
- _. ~

/
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Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: Radford University
Designer: Rebecca Marcus

Title: Seaweed Swimsuit
Sponsor: Kathy Mitchell

Purpose of Piece
When I designed this swimsuit. I wanted it to look more like a sculpture than a swimsuit.
I intended for it to look as though a woman emerged from the sea. It ended up having a slight
Adam and Eve look about it. which I found appealing because it meant that the design can be
interpreted in multiple ways.
Design Process
I made many samples with various combinations of fabri cs and colors. and used many different
application and stitching methods until I found one that would give the desired effect.
Techniques Used
I cut many long skinny strips of swimsuit fabrics and used lettuce-hem edgi ng on it in order to give
it an organic quality. I also ended up overlapping them in different parts. At first I had a lighter
shade of green showing between the layers. but it looked more li ke stripes from a distance. so I
then went back and sewed the strips to each other.

Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Designer: Erica White

Title: Serpent Woman
Sponsor: Barbara Trout

Purpose of Piece
Serpent Woman is an artful representation of the sexual power that a woman commands. It is
based on the notion of Eve and the Serpent, woman as sexual temptress. The challenge that I
was faced with was how to portray woman as sex symbol but as a source of power rather than
in a derogatory manner.

Design Process
I had been researching fetish and fashion. I was intrigued by this thri ll ing representation of the
power that a female could possess sexually. I took elements of this to create an image that was
just as powerful and captivating as the fetish wear but not purely sexual.

Techniques Used
I took apart a brown leather coat and a black leather-looking jacket to drape this sleek body suit
with a Cobra hood. I created silk "scales" highlighting the erogenous zones on the woman's body.
The colors chosen are commonly seen in serpents. stacked over the leather with a satin stitch, and
covered in fine black tulle.
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Level: Undergraduate Student
s-'P'rof ~ffi~'!;d{J!_-lSi.!:',~abatna
'
Dev_gner: April Scroggins

Title: Sunset at Port Alguer ·
____...r.:-

.._.

-=-=------

~-

Sponsor: Yirgjnia Wimberley
~
_:
,,,

•

Purpose of Piece__..,,
,,/'
__.. - ~ -:·
-Sint.e-f;im inspired by Salvad~al1, J designe<NlQ_:fn~~ble- that u!iJized growth from his~
imgressionistic, cubist, r,eallst and-surrealist periods. This particular ensemble was inspiredoy·his
painting, Port Alguer (1923-24}
·..: --c
.. --

-~

~

Design Proces-s
Theidea of cascading blocks for the pa·nts feature came. from his use of the bfrildi!igs being
sirl)pJ.lfied to stacking elements. White from the stucco facades was used for the p.ants. Sunset
• .-.::.---.. __co.LorscaAd-fed tiled roofs of \he Spanish Rivera are r_efiected in the vibmrrt red-orange of t~e
kimono style i9.ckeT--= ..-,;,

~

"
Techniques Used
- --T.he_pants were developed using the flat pattern method. A-triangular inset was usecHor the
tran?ition from the blocks to the side seam . The fabric for-the ja~ket was hand woven by the
designer using a double cloth plain weave. One selvedge edge was used for the outer edge of
the collar. Changes from trad itional kim.Q.llO included extending the underarm seam to a point and
slightly curving the armsceye and sleeve cap areas.

Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: University ofMinnesota
Desig_!l er: Lin~~aJt!Lucil Kand/er

--

<

Title: The Fair Trade: coffee dTe$~
Sponsor: Elizabeth Bye

Purpose of Piece
In celebration of Fair Trade Coffee I createdclhis..~ruent. I wante.d to express the1mest
qualities of coffee; its potency, the frothiness, tlle..true earthiness and the structural quality
of the typic 91 container.
Desig; Ptoc.ess
For the drip dyeing, I useita-mixture of strong home brewed coffee and dye. It was important to
express the natural staining capacities and also the drip brewing of the drink. The-full-layered
skirts resemble coffee filter before and after ~se. For the bodice structure I strfved to reflect the
us~ai.lb..e stiff yetJlex.ible cardboard cup sleeves.

--"""

-"--

Techniques Used
- - -:-----::---.,_ ~
I-started by experimenting with the-mixture of coffee and dye. Different combinations created a
variety of brown shades and textures. which I used to make a drip pattern on the top layer of the
skirt. For the bodice, I created a fabric structure, placed it over a dress form, pinned the coffee cup.
sleeves into place, and sewed the two layers tog~her.
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level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: University of Minnesota
Designer: Lindsay (Luci) Kand/er

Title: Ombre Flower Trench

I

Sponsor: Elizabeth Bye

I

Purpose of Piece
We were asked to create a garment using any material purchased from Ikea. We wanted to take a
printed fabric already carried by Ikea and alter it to create a more engaging one-of-a-kind coat.
Design Process
We started with four yards of white fabric printed with a modern floral design. First we dip
dyed the bottom edge and let it fade out into a subtle ombre to the un-dyed white fabric. Next
we painted in the flower print as it emerged from the ombre.
Techniques Used
The structure of the coat incorporated flat pattering and draping to get the right proportions and
details. Once the pattern pieces were designed each was carefully positioned on the four yards
of hand- dyed fabric so that, when assembled, they would create a unified look. Black pique fabric
was added in swooping shoulder covers over the right side and similar fullness added to the coat
skirt with layers of black tulle.

Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil : University of Minnesota
Designer: Elyse Dison

Title: Tiffany Wisteria
Sponsor: Elizabeth Bye

I

Purpose of Piece
The print on this dress was loosely inspired by the petals of a blue wisteria flower and its
surrounding leaves as interpreted in the design of a classic Tiffany Lamp. The dress was designed
for a working professional so that she could go from work directly to her social life after hours.
Design Process
The print, applied to very lightweight sheer silk chiffon, mimics the effect of a Tiffany lamp as the
wearer moves. The sheer chiffon allows light to penetrate through and reflect a soft light off of
the satin lining underneath. The front and back pieces were dyed after pieces were cut and sewn
together on one seam.
Techniques Used
Thickened dye was applied to the silk chiffon on a flat surface after the silk had been sprayed
lightly with water. The dye was allowed to partially dry and was then sprayed lightly in 15 minute
intervals over 45 minutes with a soda ash solution.
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Level: Undergraduate Student

-------,,,, ---

Title: Tum & Widen

: 'Prof ~ffil✓-J~g.JJ:J:Jxirsity
De~ g~er: Juiii/m Jang

____,.---"'

-

.
Purpose of Piece ~

.

,

Sponsor: -Youn /dee Lee
~

~

-~

•
•
,.
~
I designed special knit wearTnsp1red'9Vh~age <:!.fraok Ge):uy's-masterpiece of deconstructto~
'"" -~-- 7h~~genhe1m Museum in ~~ Thfsmork-aiQJ~ for_"...rtists to d§.VJIOp mdividua~mat~
ang creative-original mode-ltieauty and suggests the design method thr.ough mutual exch.jTTge with
the principle of disloclttion ane other aesign fields eventualLy to S\Jggest the possibility of creative
_- ~ _ fashion modeling.
, _,.,,,.,
/
.----'
,?--

-~-=-:::----. ·
~

....,._

~ ~

~

½

'=--P
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Design Process
•
.
.
-!!igh"Ae~ne mini-dress is r:9ade using flat tnittin_Q,!!lachif;ie, and the;i-mtlffler type overcoat
using the-hang_Jmit1ecimk1ue. -Two rotating l<nifstring-;are-att?ctigd .to the aress·and 16 buttons
are attached to the strings to fix the muffle? At this time the ""e;;ternal shape. can change--lfa_sed
1:1pon whicil button the muffler is attached to. This formless fashion can be completed by the
earer as they please without being fixed a particular form or type.
..---

to

~echniques Used
...._,•
_High-neck1ine mini-dress (bodice-5 guage, sleeves-3 guage, stockinette- stitch, __
_
flat knittii.gJJ1achineJ, muffler type overcoat (2 guage,~ stitch, hand knit technique,
_. - 7 inches~ide, 200 inch lof!!l)
·
...,_,...,,

,,
~

~-

--JP

-~
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Level: Undergraduate Student
Title: Geometry~ Outfit
Prof Affil: University off/awai'i af Manoa •
Designer: lnbar
~
Sponsor:
Andy
Reilly
.,,-~

---

--

"

..,___

-

✓

,,.

~

--- - -

-w-...

P.urpose of Piece
;,:.-"'-- . ,,-1
s..._ _
---....,
:
The objective of this design was to create an ensemble that included a collar and sleeves·tha
were faked, rather than the typical collar and ; 1e; ves. I decided=fB-make a garl)lent th.atgave..
the impression
of
having
a
collar
and
sleeves,
b~t
inde.ed
did
not.
_,..:::;:
.......
.....
~

Design Process.....:
The pin-tucks were used as points of direction as well as a form of spicing up the-garment.
The buttons posed the same purpose as the tucks, also beir!Q functional in tb,nemoval or
a
nt of the separate t iangle. The diagonal shapes and sharp edges create a slender
and lengthening illusion, mtlead the ey~ to focus on the person wearing the outfit.

·=-- ~-::::-----__,___

T.echniques Used
Pin tucks, draping, pattern drafting
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Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Designers: John Sohn & Anita Racine

Title: Golden Spirals
Sponsor: Susan Ashdown

Purpose of Piece
This design evolved from asking what beauty was, and the first thing that came to mind was the
golden ratio, phi. This idea of beauty having a certain formula intrigued and challenged me to find
a way to incorporate something archaic and mathematica l into a fluid, organic dress.
Design Process
I relied on an organic, experimental design process. I experimented by arranging musl_in flounces
on a half-scale mannequin and initially, thought about designing a short dress entirely covered in
flounces. I felt that this might be too severe and overwhelm the wearer's form. After researching
French fashion magazines and movies from the 1930s, I finalized the si lhouette: a heavy flounce at
the top with a slim, tapered skirt.
Techniques Used
The base dress is constructed from a silk twill backed with a heftier silk twi ll. I used silk
organza for the flounces, the edges of which were bias bound and then passed through a
Sonobond machine.

Level: Undergraduate Student
Title: La Vida no es tan Simple Como Seguir el Camino de Ladrillo Dorado
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Designers: Herber Sanchez & Anita Racine
Sponsor: Susan Ashdown

Purpose of Piece
Based on the female body shape, I wished to create an architectural and powerful piece of
wearable art. Exploring textiles, and looking at modern architectural art, the design was born
in my mind. After a slow and gradual development process, I created a sculpture that can also
be worn as a beautiful gown.

Design Process
The mood of my golden sculpture was inspired by a Richard Serra sculpture at the MoMA. I was
mesmerized by the way in which gigantic rusted-metal curvil inear walls wrapped around each
other, and manipulated my perception of the world. I want my sculpture to capture that feeling,
in the curves of the pleated lame reflecting light, and in the sculptural qua lity of the fabric.

Techniques Used
The dress is supported on a fitted, boned under gown with a full flared skirt created out of layers
of horsehair and constructed using couture techniques. In order to protect and preserve the
rigidity, I applied aerosol acrylic resin.
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✓. .Jeve~: UndergraiJ[J?te_{tJJde?t
Title: Metrop°!.!,tan St~ucture. Dark Arc
. ._ Prof Affil: Go(JJ€!!:-_~rs1ty
~~--~
- De'°si n~niler Keane & Anfta-Racine Sponso"r: Susan-Ashdown " .
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Purp_ose of P1ec~
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This garment IS acon~toal p1@Ce based on both p~ical ~d social metropolitan structures ,,.
~
/ ' in how they dictate"stanclar-fls of beauty and fasb;on The,inifial_1nspirat1on f9r the desigh was ~,., ~ ~::-:
a skyscrape(at su!1set. The ex~g·g_eratecl. ~tured_ancl-sharply fe~ale sil"1o,Y.ette·com(Jlen~ ~
- -.. ~ - on current unrealistics tandards of-tieauiv° dictated by society and the drastit)Jleasures taKen oy-women to attain these. Though functional, the -stiffness and bLllkiness 6ftnis dr€ss make
'--'--~ ./. it--(jfls_ui~able for pra_ftical wear; it is an 1;_van5-garde dress meant to~r~ ancl-mak'l, an -:,
---,~ " ·
:tStte-mlpress@.,_ _ ,,
"'~----. =
,,
----~ ~_.......-....;<
~ ; , .~
~
-_.c, '--~
~
Design Process
.
<
~ The s~IBl)ted architectural shape was created using cm:-ultrasonic bondingmachine.to f; e
tq_gether layers of fabric·. which bo,th e.reafed a per~an~y textured surface ang_gave the
fabrk fl!Bre s.l!tfness. needed fo ret,ain the structur91 forms._ __ .
.~
,#

,/--

-=-

Techniques Used
~
..._
•.
The basic pattern shapes were draped and drafted. The outer dress,is attacned ta-a.honed
under ~ e that fits the torso closely and gives t h ~ dress secure sup~.
~

....
~__,.

~

..,

...

- ~ c..;;
/'-

Level: /Jndergradaate Student
Title: Mourningjeatbers __
Prof Affil: _
University ofJJebraska-lincoln •
·
--- :;:,,,-.
;,..J e~ig~r: Abb~
"- Sponsor: Barbara Trout
---.;,c_·//'
"-.....,_

'v"

..,::_..,,-

-.

Purpose of Piece
.
---- ~
The meanings of the color black were·the i!!Sl)icat~
thisgatmenJ These meamrrgs anr
very evident in a verse of Sarah Mclachlan lyri1;s..frnm the song Buildin[ a Mystery, which · • - · •
also inspireq tflis d§Si§n
~ , ""
· c::::::_
~·~~
-

.

+

_,,
Design Proc ~~
Black vinyl is used to crei3te the cro.ss and the system of r~ctangles that surrounds t!le b.tJ_st and
shoulders. I wanted to include a softer elemen_
t by using fake feathers createairom vii:iyl coming .
o t l R l ~ e c'ross.which transition into real soft feathers that continue around the •
. .
..
.
.
bottom of the dress. The cross and..system..~fJ:e~s are connected .using Jump nngs and 1s a
separate pie_ce placed over the tabard.
•~

-

----

Techniques Used
ihe chiffon tabard _was developed by draping th~ fabric directly onto the dress form. The vinyl
for t~e cross and systell) of rei;tangles was cut to a sp~cific size -b_ased on measurements of
the dre_ss f~rm. Each recta.ngle is double sided with vinyl and sa~n stitched together.
~
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Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: University of North Texas
Designer: Stephanie Montes

Title: Naturally Raw
Sponsor: Janie Stidham

Purpose of Piece
Students were given eco-friendly fabrics to create a garment aimed to appeal to a specific
company. The company I chose was Alexander McQueen Ltd. which greatly influenced the
final silhouette and detail used in my design.
Design Process
The fabric was divided and placed in separate dye solutions containing different hues of blue.
The dyed fabric wa s torn into even strips and ironed. Several yards of metallic organza strips
were cut to match the length and width of the dyed cotton strips. The dyed fabric and organza
strips were laid neatly on top of one another and folded three times in order to create thick.
belt-like strips. I stitched several lines on each strip to hold al l the layers together. I used a rotary
blade to slice each strip, creating vertical slashes and holes without completely cutting the strips
apart, and washed all of them.
Techniques Used
Draping and patternmaking techniques were used to create the foundation garment

Level: Graduate Student
Title: Blossoms and Rainfall Spring Floral Dress and Crochet Shawl
Prof Affil: Fort Collins, CO
Designer: Kevin Kissell

Purpose of Piece
To create a dress and shawl that was inspired by "A Floating World: The Art of the Japanese Print"
An exhibition of 19th-century Japanese Ukiyo-e woodblock prints. The artist chose three
aesthetic elements from the exhibition to direct the conceptual framework; the color blue. the
cherry blossom, and the depiction of rainfall .
Design Process
A muslin toil wa s created for the basic silhouette of the garment. The blue nylon fabric was
tightly twisted, heat and pressure set. Thirty hand-made floral shapes were sewn to the skirt in
four distinct clusters. Beads were added to the middle of select floral forms. Ruffled edge fi nishes
were added to the empire wai st seam and the hem of the skirt.
The shawl was crocheted using a natural colored silk textured yarn . The completed shawl
and fringe finishes were dyed using direct dye application.
Techniques Used
Crochet, draping, flat pattern. hand-made floral shapes, beading, direct dye application, hand
and machine sewn .
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Level: Graduate Stuaent

·· Title:·Magma
✓~of~ffilxJ~~Universi~
~:
Desi n_ers: 'TJniju Park & Diane Mifrt0f'I
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--,,r,urpose o .1ece
. .,../4-(. ~ ....._ .-:" _.- _,-.
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' ~ ~agm9.spews from a volcan~.!!1_ eJ.<plos,ve BAE!(!!f~!are. melt!_IJg_.everythmg m·1ts. p~
form lava. Magma symb(l!ilBs stroog energy with its-own prirrjtive beauty. This design~ Magmaf
~
expresses dynamic p~er and-the untamed natural)Jeauty of Mo~her Nature.
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Design Process
~
,,,
The-'tfesig_n process began.With dyeing totmn muslin-red aod black. ,hen thernustin wa_s draped
• ,
to ~nn~truct the base design. To create the texture. red polyester orgilfl~a,y.,ras vJrapped_around
~
~
~~
-=-- -...- ~lgs_.gf.varying size and then tied .securely with
intlammable
threads:--fhe
organza
was
baked
~
~
at 350°G'in th_g_oveR'."6QGe removed fron:ut,e
oxen.
the
fab.Eic
was
frozen-to
allow
the
bubble
~ ,
-~
~
..... .,,
,,
shap_e to become permanent. Next. the texturized organza was draped on top of the b!Jse'dress.
c-.'
the blac~;f)Olyester satin fabric was partially melted witA a heat gun to give- the appearance of
'
ol{en lava.
~-- . · •
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Techniques Used
8ven baking.
melting,
dyeing.
draping
.:
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Title: Waterfall

Leve.I: Gr-aduate Stud~nt
Prof Affil: 9klahoma Sta_te Unive!Jtty
~esigners: Hu!J..f!k &-DjanecMarton
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Purpose of Piece.
---..___
~r
:.,.__ _ ·~
Waterfalls conjure cool and dynamic images..ol§_uperg_,s;:enihy.j_ncluding cliff. m1st;-tainbovy. trees
and birds in harmony. This garment expressfs:'theviorant and natural beauty of a waterfall'msving
in waves alo~(l'-the cliffs.
·C,,
~
>
c_
::.
Design Pfcf-cess
.
Jhis piece was made tfun~
unique class project. called 'square project' which requires
draping· four yards of fabric only by folding, wrinkling or sewing without any cuttingAo express
the diffused light effect. ligntweighhridescent luminescent fibers. which werweat'bondable
and-~ Wfil.e felted onto·scemiry_pri'nted cotton fabric by using a 12-needle punching.sewing -machine. They were firm y setured ,?n the w.r:.oo.g side of fabric by ironin9 with fu sible
interfacing. To express the vibrant i'mage of waterfa f l [ o v i ~_white shiny tulle was
" irregularly crumpled and placed from-the !;lust line to the he~mline forming a srnoo curve.
The "waterfall" section was secured by -invisible hand sewing.

l

• I

--~
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Techniques.Used
·""
Nee~le.punching, drapin_g_. con.tour techriique

•

.....
'r
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Level: Graduate Student
Title: Modern Warrior: Tribute to Tomoe Gozen
Prof Affil: University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Designer: Sandra Starkey
Sponsor: Barbara Trout

Purpose of Piece
She is strong and independent. This garment has transformed her both physically and emotionally.
It has given her self-confidence and she is carving out the space around her. Tomoe Gozen is one of
the few women warriors that are recognized in Japanese fo lklore. This garment pays tribute to her
and sends a message to young women today that any dream is possible.
Design Process
Garment sketches provided a starting point for developing pattern pieces with Bristol paper. Metal
mesh shapes were cut and edged in leath.er strips with leather glue. Consideration was given to
the relationship in regards to attaching and wearing the garment. Design interest down the center
front was developed by incorporating components from common household objects.

-l

Techniques Used
A form fitting camisole and pant were draped and sewn. The metal mesh garment was created
by layering metal pieces and then inserting grommets and tying them together with leather cord.
Two silver closures attach the garment at the waistline in back.

J

Level: Graduate Student
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Designer: Jung Sao Lee & Fatma Mete

Title: Natural Geometry
Sponsor: Susan Ashdown

Purpose of Piece
My design aspires to express natural geometry in fashion. I drew inspiration from the natural
geometric form of a honeycomb. Both the creation process and the hexagonal geometric shapes
of the end product became the main inspiration for my design.

Design Process
I explored how to achieve geometric forms in several des ign elements, such as texture, line and
form. Even the construction process for this design reflected the process in which honeycombs are
built. for it was organic in the experimentation stage, but systematic in the final construction.

Techniques Used
I worked with the fabric on a dress form and began to fold creases to form honeycomb shapes,
while shaping the fabric to fit the body. Moving away from the waist. the hexagonal shapes
gradually increase in size and decrease in number, slowly merging into the hexagonal form of the
skirt. Eventually a hexagonal surface design emerged. The creases forming the hexagonal shapes
were topstitched by hand with distinct black thread .
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Level: G,;[duate Student
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-----=Designers:· arah Benne.tt & Tress/Schlicht
· Seonsor: Jean Parsons -
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Purpose of Piece"
~ ,,,.--:
,.- .-- ~
' • -~ ~~rce of inspiration for ~r(Jle1lt.was-~@I ~hamp's NQ.de Descending-a-St~
Ng_. Z. The1jarment wa~signed-to be visually interesting fr9m all ari:gles, creating in--e}s-ence-"
·a sculpture in the rotffid rather than the -traditionalfront/bae1< orientation pres~nt in most
clothing design. A secondary goal iQcluded~ong integration of both two ctim,ensional and ---:-, --~
~ ;.-;;-...._=_ hr~~ dimensional design elements: ~ c _
,,, - ·
- .
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Design Process: .
.
_
•
:_ . _
.
~
~~ ~implg.-ene-shoulder, knee-length dress\rvas created_using traditionakfra·ping technfqu!_!s. : ~ -~
The pleating..f_Ovenrrg-t!:Je initial dress~ crea ed by drapiQi~md pJ~ating~mu_ltiple individual --" ·
pieces of fabric overt~ surface of the bocly, initially done in muslin and then repeat!=)di"n~ganza.
r
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) echniques Used
_..,.,.
✓
The outer_layers--of...the garmentwere created using hand dyed §ilk organza._The fabric was dyed
usinfhot tea 'immersion dye baths with v.arying levels of saturation and exposure time. After the
-pieces were assembled, wire was att~ed to some-of the pieces on the extremities tg ensure
_ they woald effectively stand away from the body.
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Level: Graduate Student
Prof Affil: Hanyang University
Designer:
Jinkyo/.Jll[JJ:.ee..
..,
;.,--...

~
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Title: Polychromatic
Sponsor: Youn-Hee Lee

-

Purpose of Piece
When looking at video or pictures depicting_scenes u)lder the sea, yQu find many things
that flaunt beautiful shapes and colors. Among tbem'. I find tropic 'fish, coral, water droplets
and ripples fJ10St beautiful.
Design Prt cess
The silhouette was inspiffid tiy that of tropical fish, with the stand up collar on the neck being the
mouth, and the loose threads on its sides moving like its fins. The A-Line silhouette·expresses the
tail of tropical fish. Asymmetric use of colors in the pants was inspired by the varying coloration of
tropic'l!Wisll-tails--..0.oJbe coat, I portrayed underwater scenery. The tailored collar as well as the
.
.
--,.-"'.'.
.
central line in the front depicts the waves of th~ Next to the waves, tropical fish are added.
Patterns near the hem are seaweeds and coral.
~- _
Techniques Used
The Chenille process was used•in making this work, a method that involves sewing and making
cuts between the stitch lines to loosen strands .
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Level: Graduate Student
Title: Rococo in 21st Century Winter
Prof Affil: Seoul National University
Designer: Jiah Lim

Purpose of Piece
Rococo is a style of 18th century French art. It has romantic style and lively colors. It shows details
of shirring and ruffle . During 21st century in winter, dull padding jacket becomes feminine Rococo
style. In order to satisfy feminine style I add Rococo's detail to the padding jacket.
Design Process
In order to make more feminine jacket, I put thin cotton into the silk. Silhouette is based on the
tailored jacket. I used strap for waist to make it look more glamour. To widen bottom of the hem,
I used knit and water-proof textile for pleats and silk chiffon to decorate ruffle. For shoulder, I put
slit to make asymmetrical puff sleeve.
Techniques Used
I did plain foundation for basic clothes' shape construction. After I finished with basic patterns,
put it on the body and add details with draping technique. Next, I used bias cut chiffon to highlight
and higher saturation to make it look more romantic.

\
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Level: Graduate Student
Prof Affil: Hanyang University
Designer: Mee Jekal

Title: The Blooming Scented
Sponsor: Youn Hee Lee

Purpose of Piece
The purpose of this design is to create a practical handmade dress for a modern person
missing sensibility. The design expressed the blooming scented by a breeze. This design
focused on feminine silhouette using flexible and various knit structures.
Many pieces ruffle over and over again made a circle, streamline and dropped at hemline.
These techniques were to express sensibility and femininity.

Design Process
After confirming the general shape as muslin, knitted the yarn for sleeveless body by flat knitting
machine as 7 gauge plain structures. Ruffles were hand-stitched on weaving bodies like as muslin
samples. At last, long sleeve knitted by crochet net structure.
Techniques Used
Sleeveless body by flat knitting machine: 7 gauge plain structures. Making 1.5-2inches wide
knit ruffles: First five bundles started as 1x1 rib structure and after changed to all-needle knitting
structure for knit ruffles. Mesh ruffles backstitched and then pulled out one thread for pleats.
Crochet net structure used for long sleeve.
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Level: Graduate Student
· ..:,
_.,.,,title.:...WlJ1t-Sl!ff!__I co'!}in' Wear T-shirts:trnrW&ainJJ -----Prof Affil: Oklahoma State University
Designer: Pimpawan Kumphai

-----

:.?4 /.' _ __,.
s... -_,. Purpose of Piece 7 _

~

· "'

-- -

!

-..""

_

__

When I was-young, I ~ed to wear t-shirts everywhere even to a wedding. But my moth~r
said, "It is inappropria1e." This is a way to let her know that "yes mom, I can ~ear at-shirt
to a wedding." I gave my old t-sli irts a new ltfeby turning them into a fabulous newclress
with matchrng stilettos.' - - .•

.

-

,r--:--.-

~~

--. Design Process
_ _
-'"'-..... -llsed-t--shifts and muslin fabrjcs were first washedjn-llot water for scouring process then
-~
dyed in the S@.le dyebath. The-process "'@S";epeated to ach~ve the-~esired color. The
foundation dress was created by draping. The dyed t-shirts were cut into 4-inch wide _strfps _
and serged at the bottom edge. Each strip was carefully-placed and basted on the constructed
--=-touAdation dress, starting from the bottom and moving around the dress in a loose_spiral fashion.
Leftover materialswere used to covec a pair of stilettos to match the dress.
Techniques Used
Draping ahd flat pattern techniques. Scouring and dyeing.
✓',,,-
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Level: Graduate Student
Prof Affil: University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Designer: Melis~ldwe/1
,/'~

Title: Carnevale di Venezia
Sponsor: Barbara Trout

""'E--

Purpose of Piece
---- The purpose behind this garment was to m:iostorm hpwthe weai:er feels or behaves--whenwearing a garment.
•

._.,,,,

Design Process
The original idea was the Carnevale of Venice. I began the design process witb research and
sketching . Amongst the immy ideas, I sketched a side less gown with extensions on the shoulders
and the hips. The significance of this garment is that it changes the wearer in many ways. Not
only are they hidden behind a mask and a layer of clothing, the wearer carries themselves
diffef0At{.y-4uejoJ~ex~o~s on the hips and should~rs

0
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_ Techniques Used
---. ~ The garment was draped in muslin.-Shoulder and hip extensions were t o ~ copper
embroidery thread to create a diamond pattern. The shoulder extensions and back were bound
in taffeta. The back of the side less gqwn is closed by hand painted grommets and copper lacing.
The mask was hand painted and attached to hand 'beaded strings with a clasp.

,..

---.....
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Level: Graduate Student
Prof Affil: Central Michigan University
Designer: Chihiro Hakoyama

Title: Draped Blossoms
Sponsor: Mitzi Cook

Purpose of Piece
Digital printing and apparel/textile design problems considered include: 1) the adaptation of
the textile design to the pattern construction of the garment, 2) the effects of digital printing
on apparel design in terms of sourcing and product development, and 3) Limitations of digital
textile printing.

)

Design Process
Original textile print designs combined with an origina l garment design for a young adult female
were created by combining research from both traditional Japanese kimono motifs for coming
of age ceremony (seijin shiki) attire and 16th c. European historic costume design. The garment
design process involved garment design illustration, garment pattern ing, garment test fit, and
transfer of garment pattern to CAD system . The textile print design process involved print design
illustration, transfer of the design to CAD system, and colori ng and cleaning of the print design on
CAD systems .

Techniques Used
Hand illustration, flat pattern techniques, digital printing, and multiple CAD systems were used in
the design processes.

Level: Graduate Student
Prof Affil: Washington State University
Designers: Erika Iiams & Carol Salusso

Title: The Enchantress
Sponsor: Carol Salusso

Purpose of Piece
Inspired by the poem La Belle Dame Sans Merci (Keats, El iot, 1910), this design represents
the intrinsic power of a woman and the magical essence hidden within; a look known as the
Enchantress archetype in Pre-Raphaelite paintings.

Design Process
This ensemble was draped as four separate pieces. The silk charmeuse gown contrasted
with devore sleeves and godets featuring a leaf motif burnout on chiffon ground. Overskirt
panels were shaped to mimic leaves with raw edges to emphasize her wild side. The corset
wa s edged with hand-dyed piping. The Enchantress' visual power is strongest when all four
pieces are worn together.

Techniques Used
Depth was inferred by over-dyeing in tones of purple, brown and green. The repeating vine on
all pieces was screen-printed . Additional foliage was painted using dye thickened with sodium
alginate and blended oil pa int sticks. The overskirt was cross-dyed, over-dyed, hand-painted, and
screen printed with a vine pattern. The corset back and leather belt vines were screen-printed.
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Technrq1;1es Used
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H.ip ~lmancers. are suppprted.vvith.goat hair ca~vas, boDing; and-g_eometrif: pillows. Hand sewn
euck feathers, emerging from inset piping, cove·r the lower-t:ialf of the central panel. Handmade _
leather· p~tsattach
~-to the large hip 11ange wiffi:grommets and. silk thread. The top flanga.i§ .
•
b·eaded with trest!Water pearls a,na other natural stones.
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Level: Gra,duate Student Member
Title: Taffeta Study: An Exercise in Singular De5·ign .
Prof Affil: University of Delaware
·
Designer: Julia Christie-Robin
Sponsor: Belinda Drzada
.
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Purpose of Piece
This purpose of this piece was to reflect the ethos of the Arts and c-rafts Movement and create
a singular garment with its own identity, whole without the aid of a human body to animate it.
Structure was an important design concept in the Arts arid Crafts Movement, so research was
done on architects and fashion designers known for stru1:tured pieces.
.
Design Process
After defi ning the concept, a flat sketch was dev~loped. The fabric was.selecterl based on the
sketch. Draping was done in polyester taffeta an.d transferred to a paper pattern .

•

1

1

............-

Techniques Used
, -- , ·
The garment wa,s created following the standard straplE~ss dres~maki,ng techniques save a few
exceptions: to control the volume of the fabric, the skirt is attached to, a more fitted lining at
the side seam allowances. The skirt tucks were randorDly ,plat-ed and hand sewn. The bustle is
entirely hand sewn1except where it is attached to the back waist.
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Level: Professional
Title: Blue Walrus
Prof Affil: Mokpo National University
Designers: Kyoung-Hee Cho-& Ji-Eun Lee ,-, ,

·•"'"

Purpose of Piece
Th,e purpose of the work was ttrc~reate ,a i~arf tha1: symbolized the image of the
walrus that has the rhythmical textures 011 the back and wavering movement.
The documentary film, "A Marine Kingdorn", inspired me, which showed the
walrus swinging, in a flabby manner along the movement.
:,,,_,.._.,
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Design Process
With an emphasis on design concept of lively flowing i-mage of the w,alrus
under the sea, the blue color tone and textured textiles were considered. First,
the gradational effect of dyeing was done. After dyeing, the basic scqrf piece
was made by bias cut, and then trimmed,w1th :1./8" tucks. It fully
. showed the
walrus image.
,.
•
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Techniques Used
For the ,gradation eff,ects, the craft dyeing technique was applied. To fully reproduce the wavering image of walrus, the techniques of bias cutting and tucking were used.
There arB thirty tucks at two-inch intervals, which js ,,1 ,c,ore of the work. lnterlotking fin1sh was
used fur the edge line.
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Level: Professional
Prof Affil: Kent State University
Designer: Sherry Schofield-Tomschin

Title: Papaver I and II

Purpose of Piece
I strived to get more detail into the felted design while at the same time trying to simplify the
overall process and time involved in preparing the fibers for felting. So the purpose of this piece
was to have an intricate design, marbled coloring for the look frequently used in stained glass.
and the appearance of leading surrounding the "glass."

Design Process
Wool fibers were dyed in the appropriate colors. The fibers were pre-felted, cut-out in the
appropriate shapes, and re-assembled on top of a layer of soluble web fabric. Then they
were loosely hand needle-punched in place. Yarn was needle-punched around each piece to
resemble glass leading. This layer was placed over another layer of pre-felt, and the felting
process completed.

Techniques Used
The jacket silhouette was developed using flat pattern and draping techniques; the seams
were sewn using lapped seams. Piping was added to all edges to reinforce the glass leading
technique. The wool crepe dress was created using draping techniques. The sleeves are
unattached at the underarm.

Level: Professional
Title: Glacier
Prof Affil : National Pingtung University of Science & Technology
Designers: Yun Wang & Ying-Chi Chen

Purpose of Piece
Inspiration comes from the scene of an iceberg calving from a glacier. The image of Glacier
is flowing and crystal. I try to use transparent and little sti1i fabric to show the glacier's
charming appearance.
Design Process
Organza is used to make the layered pleats on the bodice. It has the characters of glossing and
transparent. After pleats were made, the piece was placed on the mannequin to make waves.
In the sleeve, synthetic fur was selected to express fashion and add luxurious feeling. Artificial
leather and jersey lace were selected for the pants. Combining these fabrics reduce the weight
and easier to wear.
Techniques Used
The bodice was hand-sewn on the dressmaker's mannequin, pleated, and a handpicked zipper
attached. The sleeve is made by combining pieces of fur. I made two wing style collars by using
organza with spangles in the back. The fitted pants are pattern making and cut symmetric curves in
the front to make the contours.
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Level: Professional
Title: Open Your Heart
Prof Affil: University of North Texas
Designer: Li-Fen Anny Chang

Purpose of Piece
The purpose of the design was to create a womenswear ensemble for Go Red™ style show.
Therefore, heart shape was chosen as the theme and reel was chosen as the color of the design.
Design Process
The idea of using zippers as a trim came about when several zippers, missing the pull tabs, were
donated by a manufacturer. Rather than wasting the zipJers, they were integrated into the design
to create its focal point. The stops of the zippers were removed so the zippers could be separated
and used as piping
Techniques Used
Draping was used to create the patterns for the vest with emphasis on the zipper heart. Neckline
princess line was applied to create a contour fit. The back was draped in one piece; it featured an
open heart design and was created by draping curve darts. Flat patternmaking was used to create
the patterns for the pants and the choker.

Level: Professional
Prof Affil: Korea University
Designer: Yhe-Young Lee

Title: Pouch Dress

Purpose of Piece
In this work, 2 dimensional patterns inspired by a traditional Korean pouch known as a
kwee-jumeonee were investigated to determine if they can be altered to fit the 3-dimensional
human body. The overall form of the dress resembles the form of an ear-pouch. Additionally,
traditional Korean patchwork was integrated to design a western style strapless evening dress.
Design Process
A piece of fabric was folded to form ears on both sides of the front and back panels. Because large
overlaps were created toward the upper center of the front and back panels when the fabric was
folded, the overlaps were trimmed from inside the dress. Various traditional Korean patchwork
techniques were implemented to decorate the dress while making the 2-dimensional ear-pouch
form for the 3-dimensional human body.
Techniques Used
Cintamani and heart motifs were hand-sewn to the dress using traditional Korean patchwork
techniques. To make the ears of the front and back panels stand out from the body, tulle was used
as the lining.
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Title: Spheres of Influence and Color
Level: Professional
Prof Affil: Colorado State University
Designer: Carol Engel-Enright

Purpose of Piece
Appreciating the emotion evoked from an impressionist painting, I explored the use of satin
cording and chiffon, reflection, and texture to create an even ing gown. Water-Lilies by Claude
Monet painted on a circular canvas was the inspiration for shape and color.
Design Process
Bodice was created with macrame techniques using four colors of rattai l satin cord tied with
alternating square knots anchored from a braid of the cording. The cords were tied on a fiat
corkboard so they could be pinned during construction. The alternating square knot macrame
allowed creation of points of color and a circular pattern. The bodice was finished with four rows
of a double half hitch knot.
Techniques Used
The bodice was draped on the dress form. A strapless slip was constructed. The skirt was
constructed of eight elongated circles created using flat pattern techn iques. The pieces were
attached to a grosgrain ribbon waistband which wraps and ties at the waist.

Level: Professional
Title: Dusk on the Platte River
Prof Affil: University of Nebraska- Kearney
Designer: Janice Vance Kimmons

Purpose of Piece
Every year, as spring reaches across the Nebraska plains, an extraordinary event takes place: the
migration of the Sandhill Cranes. These half a million ma_estic creatures pause along the Platte
River, in the midst of their journey from Canada to Mexico.
Design Process
Neutrals and light greens represent the early spring fields. Darker greens represent trees along the
riverbanks, and dark blue (spotted with stars) represents the lights of a nearby town. Varied blues
evoke the wandering path of the Platte. The small cranes were cut from existing fabric, while the
outlines for the larger crane were cut from light-colored fabri c.
Techniques Used
For the background, blocks were assembled using a traditiona l nine-patch pattern. Blocks were
cut apart into random, curving shapes, then shuffled and reassembled to create a new and unique
pattern. Cranes were applied on top of the background using raw-edge applique. The edges of the
large bird outline are machine embroidered.
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Level: Professional
Title: Fractal Analysis Ill: Arcs and Circles
Prof Affil: Colorado State University
Designer: Eulanda Sanders

Purpose of Piece
The purpose of this design project was to create a non-woven dress inspired by the geometric
forms of arcs and circles through the use of felting and bead embroidery processes. The
inspiration was based on the random concepts of fractal analysis in Chaos Theory.
Design Process
The designer needle felted 242 circles from Merion wool fibers in color schemes. The circles were
then bead embroidered with a backstitch {for security of each bead) in arc patterns. The arcs on
the variegated maroon colored wool were beaded to follow the random color placement of created
during the felting process. The three arcs were stitched randomly on the chocolate colored circles
to unify the colors and textures of the entire dress. All the circles were arranged on a dress form
to determine placement, then each was hand stitched along their tangent edges.
Techniques Used
Needle felting, Bead Embroidery, Steam Pressing, Hand sewing

Level: Professional
Title: Marquette
Prof Affil: University of Minnesota
Designer: Elizabeth Bye

Purpose of Piece:
The purpose of this piece was to explore the synergy of a two dimensional digital printing
technique with traditional hand techniques to create visual balance in a three dimensional form.
The orange, gold and green tones in the print and the ori!Jinal Marquette garden setting,
outside the 19th century stone church, provided the inspiration for the coat and dress.
Design Process
I experimented with multiple manipulations using Adobe Photoshop™to soften and enhance the
form and color of the garden photograph. The results were printed on wool in several runs with
the maximum length of 36". The pattern was drafted so that the flower border integrates the
brown earth and blue sky. The border was hand appliqu1id and a variety of embroidery stitches
were used to emphasize patterns of color and texture in the garden and the earth. The stronger
tones of the wool embroidery define the abstracted images of the flowers.
Techniques Used
Adobe Photoshop, hand appl ique, embroidery
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level: Professional
Title: Neo-Geo
Prof Affil: Hanyang University
Designers: Wonseok Choi & Yeon Hee Lee
Purpose of Piece
The purpose of this work is to show interesting three-d imensional knitted-design effects by use
of computerized flat-knitting technology. Another objective of the work is to express a new image
of fashion garment by effectively combining the va rious shapes and line movements of the knitted
fabrics. Thus, this work focuses on how the three-dimensional knitted fabrics with a geometric
structure can aesthetically create diverse repeati ng patterns on a sheer fabric.
Design Process
First, three-d imensional knit fabrics with geometric sha~es are created on a 7gauge computerized
flat-knitting machine. Snap fasteners are attached on each edge portion of the knitted fabrics.
A sheer dress is made. Finally, the three-dimensiona l knitted fabrics are appropriately fastened
and connected by the snap fasteners on the sheer dress.
Techniques Used
Three dimensional knitted fabrics are created through fundamental knit techniques. By knitting
together the two structures, exciting 30 knit-structura l effects can be accompl ished. By use of the
knit techniques, unique geometric-garment patterns can be created.

level: Professional
Title: Orbs
Prof Affil: Kent State University
Designer: Hanna Hall

Purpose of Piece
This ensemble was inspired by contrast of black and white and basic shape of a circle.The color
black provides an outer space like background to the white spiraling circles creating a visual
illusion of floating orbs. The interlaced composition of the motifs creates a sense of peace and
stillness with the balance in the asymmetry.
Design Process
Using the variety of thicknesses in the threads create ever so light change in the strength of
existence of the spiraling circles, orbs. A motif seem to float in front or behind to the next motif
close by. The black background gives an illusion of depth and unlimited space for the orbs.
Techniques Used
The circle motifs are machine stitched with three different th ickness of thread.
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Level: Undergraduate Student
Title: The First Dandelion
Prof Affil: University of the Incarnate Word
Designer: Griselda Aguirre
Sponsor: Melinda Adams

Purpose of Piece
The current economy has injected a sense of uncertainty and negativity to our daily lives.
As a response, I created an outfit that would counteract those forces and give women a sense of
confidence and optimism while wearing it. I took my inspiration from the dandelion flower because
it represents our ability to hope, dream and have our wishes come true.
Design Process
The dandelion determined my selection of colors. The long, ta ll li nes of the pants resemble the
flower's stem. The gauzy, radiating organza pleats in the jacket resemble the seeds of dandelion,
about to be blown into the wind.
The linen and the silk organza were vat dyed; the silk satin and the china silk were hand painted
using various colors and salt crystals. The organza for the jacket col lar was hand pleated and
basted to the collar piece which was then interfaced and attached to the rest of the jacket.

Techniques Used
Draping and flat pattern, hand-dyeing, silk painting, hand-pleati ng.

Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: University of North Texas
Designer: Jonathan Aparicio

Titlle: Shield
Sponsor: Li-Fen Anny Cheng

Purpose of Piece
The purpose of the design was to create a costume entry under the women's wear category
for the Fashion Group International Dallas Career Day-2009 competition inspired from Anglomania.
Design Process
The basis of the design solely relied on the foundation garment which was constructed using
various types of boning. The skirt of the dress was created by draping over padding pinned onto a
dress form. After the foundation garment was draped and sewn with fused fabric, cased boning
was sewn on vertical lines of the foundation while Rigilene boning was sewn horizontally on the
foundation overlapping the vertical boning for stability.
Techniques Used
Exposed seams with bias strips were utilized interchan~1eably to accentuate the under structure .
Edges of exposed seams were finished with bias tape to obtain a clean finish-for seams. Bias
strips were layered in various widths underneath the exposed seams and stabilized by stitching in
the ditch of the finished bias tape.
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Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: University of Hawai'i; Manoa
Designer: Kate Henry

Title: Simple, with a Twist
Sponsor: Andy Reilly

Purpose of Piece
This dress was created as an evening look for a missy contemporary market. The concept behind
the design was to add depth and interest to a simple silhouette.
Design Process
The design process started with the construction of an under stay to be used as support for the
strapless dress. I used a body form to drape the twist of the bodice over the stay. The bodice is
made of one piece of fabric that wraps around the bust from center back to center back with a
twist at the center front. I created a cut out in the stay to al low for the twist. Next, I draped two
pieces of fabric cut on the bias to make the body of the ~ress. As I draped the fabric, I created
three cowls that varied in depth. The cowls started from the center front under the twist and
continued to the back.
Techniques Used
Draping, princess seams, cowling

Level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: University of Hawai'i, Manoa
Designer: Alysia Himoto

Title: Strapless Sweetheart
Sponsor: Andy Reilly

Purpose of Piece
The Strapless Sweetheart dress incorporates line as the primary design element to create a
visually stimulating garment that flatters and enhances the female figure.
Design Process
The Strapless Sweetheart was designed using the block pattern technique to ensure accurate and
calculated placement of all design lines. The garment is made of black polyester satin and red/
black iridescent polyester chiffon fabric. Each red piece of the dress is backed with black satin
and was hand-basted prior to machine-sewing all the seams. The strapless inter-construction is
made of black cotton flannel, interfacing.boning, grosgrain ribbon and bra hooks, and is necessary
for the appropriate fit and wearability of the dress.
Techniques Used
Block pattern, hand basting
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Level: Undergraduate Student
Title: Bird of the Night.Feather Gauntlet Swing .Jacket with Arc-Seamed Banana Trousers
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Designers: John Sohn & Anita Racine
Sponsor: Susan Ashdown

Purpose of Piece
The piece evokes a dark edge of an Yves Saint Laurent woman: empowered and strong. I thought
of le smoking suit but in a more casual sense. The piece harmonizes seemingly distinct design
elements into an ensemble which is both edgy and timeless at the same time; the cutaway jacket
silhouette is a compromise between a cropped jacket and a long one, and the high waist banana
trousers are a balance between wide-legged trousers and skinny jeans.
Design Process
The jacket, with its streamlined silhouette and feathered sleeves, was designed with a bird-like
element in mind. The pants counterbalance the elegance and femininity of the jacket by having a
slightly more masculine and tough edge.
Techniques Used
I used an ivory silk twill fabric for the jacket and underlined it with light, cotton-silk voile, to give it
just the right amount of body while retaining a soft drape. I hand whip-stitched the feathered boas
to the jacket sleeves.

Level: Undergraduate Student
Title: Undulations in White.· Wedge Dress with Fluted Dolman Sleeves
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Designer: John Sohn
Sponsor: Susan Ashdown

Purpose of Piece
The inspiration of the dress comes from the stop motion 11ovement of Marcel Duchamp's
Nude Descending a Staircase, No. 2. I wanted this dress to be quietly bold; re-creating the way
Duchamp's painting can be overlooked at first glance.
Design Process
To complement the curves of a woman's body, I started with sinuous seaming that would soften
the silhouette of the dress. The primitive shapes and su[19estion of movement are present throuiih
the clean seaming and scarred silk-linen blend fabric. The undulating parallel lines evoke a sense
of movement within the dress and the graceful loft of the fabric captures the air. The asymmetrically placed sleeves with the fluting create a birdlike silhouette when the arms are spread out.
Techniques Used
The tops of the sleeves are reinforced with horsehair encased within a silk-linen gauze binding.
The neckline and sleeve edges are finished off with bias binding, and the closures on the cuffs
and neck are finished with shell buttons with thread loops.
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level: Undergraduate Student
Prof Affil: Central Washington University
Designer: Kristen Jane Andersen

Title: Goddess
Sponsor: Andrea Eklund

Purpose of Piece
I designed this dress for an eco-friendly fashion show whose purpose was to showcase designs
made completely out of recycled goods. I designed this dress using the fabric from my mother's
wedding dress. I was inspired by the Grecian look. The blue strapping on the bodice of the dress
makes it wearable on many different body types.
Design Process
I started by draping and designing the bodice of the dress. The bodice was two separate pieces
that connect to the skirt of the dress. I draped the dress and gathered the fabric by doing two
basting stitches to get the flowing look of the fabric and make it look elegant and give it the
Grecian look.
Techniques Used
I draped and designed the shape of the bodice as well as the skirt of the dress. All of the blue
strapping was made from an old blue dress and I used .Jias tape to give it structure and form.

Level: Undergraduate Student
Title: Post-Modern Street wear
Prof Affil: Virginia Commonwealth University
Designer: Andrew Crockett
Sponsor: Kristin Caskey

Purpose of Piece
This ensemble was created for the contemporary street wear market and is inspired by
post-modern furniture design. Post-Modern furniture combines unexpected materials, finishes,
and colors to create highly individual one of a kind pieces. The contemporary street wear
movement in fashion works in a similar way. The confluence of wood and metal with zippers
and soft cotton twill, create a graphically arresting look.
Design Process
The wood grain prints were designed using digital photcs of various interesting wood-grain
patterns. Using Photoshop the prints were manipulated to create engineered panels for each pattern piece. The fabrics were then printed, steam finished, washed and readied for cutting .
Techniques Used
The garment was draped and drafted in muslin using traditional techniques. Once fit was achieved
flat patterns were created. The garment has metallic seam binding finishes on neck and collar as
well as on all inside seams. Brass zippers are used as both functional and decorative details.
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Level: Graduate Student
Prof Affil: Drexel University
Designer: Sally Congdon-Martin

Title: Falling Apart Standing
Sponsor: Lisa Hayes

Purpose of Piece
While broken windows and chipped paint clearly indicate a structure is falling apart, the structure
itself remains unmoved, massive; never to simply crumble like some of the elements it carries.
I have tried to reflect the concept, structure and incred ible textures of industrial decomposition in
my garments.
Design Process
Coats are perhaps the most structured garments, so I chose to represent the structure of industry
with this piece of clothing. I created a deconstructed dress to relay the texture and mood of
decomposition. The dress is sheer but covered in holes and roughness.
Techniques Used
To create the coat I used heavy striped Ottoman wool. I patterned the stripes multi-directionally
to reflect the various linear elements in industrial architecture. For the dress, I hand dyed delicate
chiffon bright yellow. I cut a grid of holes in the dress. I tore the rema ining chiffon into strips,
creating a rough edge, and wove them through the holes leaving the ends hanging.

Level: Graduate Student
Title: Freedom
Prof Affil: Colorado State University
Designers: Angela Y Jackson & Eulanda Sanders

Purpose of Piece
The purpose of this piece was to fulfill the requirements of an Independent Study to explore and
develop ways to visually communicate the elements and issues involved in the intersectionality
of race, class, and gender for the African American woman. It grew out of a desire the explore
expression of the theoretical underpinnings of Black Feminist Thought.
Design Process
This design grew out of considerable thought concerning expression of my personal lived
experiences as an African American woman. A considerable number of ideations were compiled
and became solid thought through the alteration of a previous design idea.
Techniques Used
Flat pattern and CAD assisted pattern development were used. Machine and hand sewing were
used to assemble the dress and hand-beading was used throughout. The female image was
applied using free-form embroidery.
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Level: Graduate Student
Prof Affil: Washington State University
Designer: Jan Anni Woo

Title: High Street Riding
Sponsor: Carol Salusso

Purpose of Piece
High Street Riding is a unique mix of Punk and Equestrian clothing and ideals. Equestrian clothing
is very solid and very formal, while Punk is more in your face and rebels against the norm. The
Equestrian riding outfit is incorporated with the classic Punk style of represented by Royal Stewart
plaid instead of the normal solid colors, staying true to both Punk and Equestrian fashion.
Design Process
The fabrics used in making the jacket is 95% wool, 5% nylon black suiting, 100% pure virgin wool
in Royal Stewart tartan and 100% polyester lining. The outfit is made with highlights under the
arms and the legs with the Royal Stewart tartan to give the outfit a flare.
Techniques Used
The interior of the jacket is lined with a multi-color lining based of red and black. The sleeves are
puffed at the top where they connect to the shoulder.

Level: Graduate Student
Title: Shades of Scenery: Versatile ensemble from existing materials
Prof Affil: Kansas State University
Designer: Mikyoung Whang
Sponsor: Sherry Haar

Purpose of Piece
Therefore, the purpose of this project was to create a versatile design that implements
sustainable concepts and strategies through reuse, natural dye ing, and designing light to
portray nature's shades of scenery that I admire in our landscape.
Design Process
The skirt was draped with muslin fabrics after dyeing in & natural indigo dye exhaust bath. The
concept of designing light means not only to use lightweight materia ls but also use fabrics and
construction techniques economically to reduce waste materia ls; but, still creating unique and
beautiful pieces. The designing light concept was fully instigated to create a versatile ensemble
that can be worn in multiple ways.
Techniques Used
The draping method was used to form the garments. For creating a versatile style, hooks and
eyes were attached to the back of the top so that if they are hooked, the top was transformed
into another style. The skirt can be worn as two different styles.
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Level: Professional
Title: Cityscape
Prof Affil: North Carolina State University
Designer: Cynthia lstook

Purpose of Piece
The purpose of this garment was to create a cocktail dress targeted to the 21-30 year old market.
The dress silhouette follows current fashion trends, while drawing from St. Laurent's historical
focus on design elements on the back of garments. The design was inspired by the architecture of
cities around the world.
Design Process
The object of the exercise was not to simply create a garment using nonwovens but to push
the boundaries further and present a garment which could only be made using nonwovens.
This research aims to bring together the disciplines of textile engineering and design to allow
the production of innovative, visually appealing, comfortable, functional and commercially
feasible apparel.
Techniques Used
The garment was designed using flat pattern techniques in Gerber and draping. The shapes to be
cut out of the nonwoven fabric were drawn inside the pattern pieces and placed strategically for
cutting. The fabrics were cut using an automatic cutter.
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Level: Professional
Title: Diamond Back Cocktail Dress
Prof Affil: University of Delaware
Designer: Rosetta S. Lafleur

Purpose of Piece
Design goals were to (a) explore innovative use otnon°woven fabric that mimics the appearance,
texture and strength of woven fabric and (b) incorporate structural detail by capitalizing on fabric's
unconventional width, drape and ability not to ravel. Desi!]n inspiration derived from 1950's stylish
elegance, full skirts and clinched waistlines.
Design Process
Non-woven textured fabric used to design a wrap dress with fitted bodice and slit cap sleeves.
Detail at shoulders is created by cutting multiple strips that spread over shoulders. In back, cut out
of alternate strips in diamond shape reveals bare back. A wide self-fabric belt clinches waist.
Techniques Used
Design was developed by flat pattern. Bodice front pieces and back are joinectonly at side seams.
Multiple ½" strips cut with shape ruler forms structural detail. Bodice joined to skirt at waistline.
Three large covered buttons forms closure at side front. Ends of belt has fringe formed from strips.
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Level: Professional
Title: Knot What it Seams
Prof Affil: University of Delaware
Designer: Colleen Moretz

Purpose of Piece
This design is influenced by the Victorian silhouette and the unconventional use of drapery
fabric found in scenes from Gone with the Wind. The dress, which is intended to be worn while
metaphorically tying the knot, is not what it may seem. First, it is constructed from drapery fabric.
Secondly, it is not only the modest wedding dress, but also a more revealing, bridal dress. The hip
drape can be removed to create the effect of an evening gown.
Design Process
After sketches were made and material purchased, draping and flat pattern techniques were used.
Pieces were joined using both machine and hand sewing. All pieces were underlined, lined, and
self lined.
Techniques Used
Crinoline and horsehair were both sewn into the flounce. Smocking, twisting, and beading were
done by hand as each piece was completed. The tassels were made by hand-ripping the silk into
shreds; strands of beads and crystals were added. Grommets were set using hand tools.

Level: Professional
Title: Moroccan Dream
Prof Affil : University of North Texas
Designer: Marian O'Rourke-Kaplan

Purpose of Piece
The designer was inspired by the rich spice colors of the Italian Foulard silks to design this elegant
evening gown. The asymmetrical pieced one shoulder de:;ign has an elevated chevroning waist
seam that connects the multi-layer silk chiffon skirt and over drape to the bodice.
Design Process
This original design which beckons the spirit of "Road to Morocco", harem dancers and Dorothy
Lamour, was draped in muslin on a dress form and converted to a flat pattern. Two different
patterns of Italian Foulard silk were used for the bodice. Multiple layers of chiffon and charmeuse
create an iridescence complimenting the multi hued silk fou lard patterned bodice.
Techniques Used
The chiffon skirt layers are French seamed and the capelet/skirt drapes are clean finished by the
two layers of chiffon being sewn face to face and turned out. There is an invisible zipper on the
left side of the dress and closed bodice lining. The skirts are hemmed with a merrow edge stitch.
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Level: Professional
Title: "The Little Green Dress Project; Look One- Fall 2009"
Prof Affil: Drexel University
Designer: Lisa L. Hayes
Sponsor: Joseph Hancock

Purpose of Piece
As the summers seem to get warmer, and the winters feel milder, I find myself realizing how
important it is for the future of our planet, to promote social change through design. I have
selected fabrics, motifs and construction methods for "The Little Green Dress Project; Look OneFall 2009" to promote the concept of slow fashion.
Design Process
I selected organic fabric with the nicest hand, yarn quality, and finish. I chose leather which was
tanned through an eco-friendly process. Hand-cut flowe -, leaf and bird motifs represent some of
the beautiful and fragile elements of nature.
Techniques Used
Each piece was draped, patterned then fit in muslin. Underneath the leather appliques, I
concealed deep besom pockets. The jacket is underlined with cotton batiste, and the shirt is
finished with a combination of bias self piping and flat-felled seams. Hand-sewing was used for
under-stitching, zipper application and top-stitching. For the snap closure on the shirt, I used black
embroidery thread.

Level: Professional
Title: Fertility Belt. Cross-Stitched Design & SilvGr Buckle Inspired by Bulgarian Symbolism
Prof Affil: Mississippi State University
Designer: Phyllis Bell Miller

Purpose of Piece
Like most Bulgarian embroidery traditionally worn by unmarried women, this belt contains many
fertility symbols. Its colors and motifs are meant to attract suitors and, after marriage, to assure
fertility. Symbols include the tree of life; flowers; triangles; the sun, cross, rhombus, and man; and
the colors red and green. The sterling buckle contains the same symbols.
Design Process
Motifs and colors are based upon research using Bulgarian textiles
from Bulgarian museum collections; consultations with curators; and
books, period postcards, and photographs. The design and cross-stitch
charts were created with generic CAD software. The design was hand
cross stitched. The same motif was reworked in CAD to create the
buckle. The dimensioned, vector drawing and specifications for texture
and height were taken to a jeweler, who fabricated the buckle. The
cross-stitched band was then sewn to
the buckle.
Techniques Used
Color technology; CAD drawing and dimensioning; hand cross-stitch
embroidery and sewing; and jewelry design.
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Level: Professional
Title: Valenrine
Prof Affil: Colorado State University
Designers: Diane Sparks & Juyeon Park

Purpose of Piece
This client-centered dress was designed for an evening charity gala event. The priority was an
extrapolation of texture using multiple areas of emphasis: looped bias silk strips in the bodice.
finely pleated silk in the dress body, undulating draped pleated shapes at the lower part of skirt.
and twisted pleated straps down the center back of the dress.
Design Process
The client was interviewed to understand preferences for aesthetic and performance attributes.
She preferred a high front neckline, and wanted her shoulders and upper to mid back featured.
The fit of the dress through the waist and hips would skim the body. The client wanted the hemline of the skirt to have some draped interest and flare.
Techniques Used
Silk charmeuse was hand-dyed and hand-pleated. The bod ice was draped on a dress form. the
pleated fabric was hand-stitched between outer bodice and lining. Bias strips of silk were handstitched to the bodice. Flare was created by insertin(J fine wire into the rolled-edge hem.
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